
North Node
guidance



North Node Medicine

Your North node is your future, & signifies your destiny.
When you are stuck in the pain of the past and the
cycle of the past, the medicine and wisdom of your
North Node is imperative. You will be able to gain an
action plan, advice on how to move forward out of your
sticky struggles. This can be posted in your journal or 
on your mirror to read daily as a spiritual salve. 
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North Node Medicine

The nodes North and South are on the Lunar ecliptic
cycle. 
The North node expands, and is your calling and
mission. Whereas your South node, opposite North
node in your natal chart, is where you came from, your
past, and what you are moving away from. There is
familiar in the South node and can be hard to jump out
into the unknown of the North node. You have a
challenge to rise up in your North node versus the cozy
comfort of the South Node. 
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North Node Medicine
There are two factors that describe your destiny. First
is which zodiac sign your North Node is in. And second,
is which house your North Node resides. The South
Node will respectfully reside in the opposite zodiac
sign and house. 

The node changes signs every 18 months, and to find
where your North node is, look for it in your chart as
the upside down horse shoe symbol. Or you can refer
to the chart on the next page. Once you determine
what your North Node is, visit our website page Unlock
Your Destiny to find your North Node Medicine Card to
print out and paste in your journal or on your mirror. 
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A square to your north node

is a karmic past life pattern that you need to address
and learn to rectify in this life. What is stuck? What
step are you skipping? What are you ignoring and don't
want to uncover? ... 

This is a place to most urgently address. It is know as
the skipped step where the blockages and shortages in
your life reside. 

Raven Scott



the south node

The location in it's house is important. Look at who
rules that house, and the zodiac it resides in. And then
where is that ruling planet of the house located on your
natal chart? ... 

For instance, Scorpio rules Pluto. What house is Pluto in
one's chart? Address questions or issues about that
house. Also look at what is aspecting Pluto?
Oppositions, Squares, Conjunctions, or Trines.  
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Your soul wants to find it's
courage and is excited to explore
an even thrive under pressure. 

Aries
North Node

Libra
South Node

Raven Scott



Aries
North Node

Libra
South Node

Your soul wants to find it's courage and excited to explore and even stressed out.
In order to bring forth independent and courageous side of you. Courage is high
road. Step and show up. natural survivor, pioneer, entrepreneur and sacred warrior
of the Zodiac. Enthusiasm and fresh attitude of "why not" motivates us. Courage
may not come natural to you, but courage is doing it anyway while feeling the fear. 
Your soul may have been born into situations to help you exercise your courage,
to prepare you to step up to the plate courageously. Don't be too cautious. In your
past lives you may have been too cautious or compromised yourself to get along.
Now you are called to let safe roles and habits to shed and bring forth passion and
courage as you dare to follow through on your curiosity. you leave behind south
node traces of dependency and normalcy. You soul needs alone time, risk taking,
independence, and new beginnings. Give yourself permission not to follow through
on every last detail and be overly accomodating to make peace. 



Aries
North Node

Libra
South Node

Courage
Survival
Entrepreneural and pioneer 
Dependence on your own abilities

Compromising behavior
Fear to share deepest feelings and talents
Going along with things

PURPOSE 

SHADOW



Taurus
North Node Scorpio

South Node

Your soul craves peace and
serenity. Let go of being a pawn

in other people's drama.  



Taurus
North Node Scorpio

South Node

Your soul craves peace and serenity in this life, loyal lover, good music and
romance to remind you that life can be good and beautiful due to your suffering in
a past life or earlier in your life pain and suffering. Nurture yourself with the things
that make life worth living, nature, friends, beautiful home. Reawaken soul to the
Divine in all things. By seeing the beauty of things you see the existence of God
and what the mystics have seen. What do you truly value, and know yourself
deeper. Old habits of too much immersion in other peoples dramas need to be left
behind. Power and control issues need to be let go of. Focus now on yourself and
finding what nurtures you and what you value. and mystical sense of belonging to
the Universe. Spiritual calling, to ground yourself with financial and emotional
stability. In your past you had deep empathy and had keen psychic nature, now if
you can bring your new grounded faith in the goodness of life into your
relationships and work, you can nourish others with your profound wisdom. 



Taurus
North Node Scorpio

South Node

Serenity stability
Regaining Sacred in the ordinary
Honoring good traditions
Preserving what is valuable for future generations

Looking to another for definition, self confidence, or too much
support
Taking things that aren't yours 
Collapsing into a sense of emotional pain from previous lives
Adapting an overly serious gloomy attitude
Spiritual bypass on your emotional life

PURPOSE 

SHADOW



Gemini
North Node

Sagittarius
South Node

Your soul longs for new
experiences. Speak healing

through wisdom and elevation,
versus your truth accusatory.  



Gemini
North Node

Sagittarius
South Node

Your soul longs for new experiences.  Living your life by your truth, and tell your
truth, you may get slammed by the Universe. When speaking your truth reactively,
of the South Node manner - foot in mouth disorder, you often hurt people and 
 cause their ego to react negatively. You may speak your truth but with more
wisdom, tact, and mindful consciousness. Raw experiences in life in this
combination puts them in a containment that can result in wisdom or bitterness.
By reflection, it can be transmuted in to a compassionate experiences. You need
new experiences, and different perspectives. Earlier in this life or past life, you
developed a self convincing truth, as black or white, of how reality is. However your
belief was based on one side of the story and not the whole picture. Indulge your
curiosities and break up routines are good for you. Find new stories to tell, widen
your perspectives, be non judgmental, and to listen to another's truth.  
In order to cultivate empathy and open minded thinking. Life is breaking you open
to enlarge your heart, releasing old constructs. You are being trained to be the
compassionate communicator. Slow down and connect with others. 



Gemini
North Node

Sagittarius
South Node

Writing, teaching, selling, counseling, & communicating
Spiritual gold in past and unite with new empathy perspective
Bring change and awaken others to great insight
Healing practices
Indulge your curiosity with reflection and empathy
Live life of adventures

Letting enthusiasm over ride compassionate listening
Philosophic know it all
Not allowing room for dialogue in relationships
Addicted to certainty

PURPOSE 

SHADOW



Cancer
North Node

Capricorn
South Node

Your soul yearns to feel and heal
through water and ancestry. Let
go of the competitive spirit and
shift your focus from them to

you.  



Cancer
North Node

Capricorn
South Node

Your soul yearns to feel and heal. Somewhere in your past you've worked hard
pursuing your goals. You've come into this life with the talent of knowing how to
survive by being practical and adapting to make a living. Now it's time to soften,
and heal from an overly competitive environment. Now shift your focus from them
to you, and take emphasis off the goal and onto feel life. After first Saturn Return
at age 29 the emphasis will focus on nurturing yourself and friends, home, heart
and hearth. Now you focus on feeling and healing by being by body of water and
delving into family history. Take time to invest in ancestral investigating and
healing. Honor the intuitive lunar side of yourself slow down and be tenacious on a
task. Feel what being a human is and allow yourself to cry. This time to rest from a
hard life of work brings your soul to heal from duty and necessity. Make priority to
give and receive life, dare to risk new beginnings, use sense of humor to repair
relationships. 



Cancer
North Node

Capricorn
South Node

Heal from duty and necessity
Unblock emotions and express true feelings
Give and receive love, observe, and tend to life rather than the goal
Taking calculating risks that lead to metaphorical death & rebirth. 

Honoring the demands of practical work
Not allowing feminine element of self makes you glum
Prideful
Overly emotional getting trapped in addiction

PURPOSE 

SHADOW



Leo
North Node

Aquarius
South Node

Your soul longs to bravely step
forward into the spotlight.

Release the fear that you won't
be understood. Speak clearly and

shine through your passion.  



Leo
North Node

Aquarius
South Node

Your soul yearns to come forward now, to take chances and to own the center
stage. Somewhere in your past you may have lost a joyful sense of play and
spontaneity and now it's time to recover your exuberant self confidence and get
out of the sidelines. Be creative in how you live each day. Follow your bliss. Let the
beauty you love be what you do. Follow your passion. Listen to yourself more if
you are unsure of your bliss. Having thought differently in your past and feeling
unsure if people understand you, learn to communicate well in order to regain
touch with the feeling based world. You may have soul memories of persecution or
even torture, move away from being the outsider and feeling connected to others.
Learn to love and express yourself with others and feel safe in your divine body
now. You may have a talent for discovering fresh ideas, new invention and
innovation in the world. Be mindful of your social groups, act from own passions
and values you will naturally find the people who are right for you. 



Leo
North Node

Aquarius
South Node

Let your true light shine 
Create loving connections with others heal sense of being persecuted one
Feel joy of knowing love

Deep fear can be controlling, inflexible or stubborn
Allow humor to heal pain

PURPOSE 

SHADOW



Virgo
North Node Pisces

South Node

Your soul yearns to bring order,
and practical healing to your life.
Release the persecution of your
past, and embrace that life can

be good on Earth. 



Virgo
North Node Pisces

South Node

Your soul yearns to bring order, harmony and practical healing into your life.   You
have a unique ability to visualize an ideal and know what needs to be done to bring
it into reality. Carefully attend to little details of life, you will be able to make your
dreams come true. Earlier in this life or former life you've merged with the Divine in
some way, and yet you weren't able to live the mundane life on Earth. Some may
have died, suffered or been persecuted because of your beliefs. You must find the
faith that life in the real world can be good. Now it's time to develop a healthy ego
and self of self that allows your soul to feel safe. Get good at mundane details of
life, see how focusing enables you to make your dreams a reality and dare to take
risks and do not escape. You may have skills in crafts, teaching and healing
professions, use skillful means to your ends.  Remember your visions and sense of
knowingness, and the magic you hold in your heart. 



Virgo
North Node Pisces

South Node

To bring order, harmony, wisdom, and practical healing in your life and lives you
truly touch. 
Preserve the best of what our lives and culture has to offer. 
Learn a skill and offer it to the world. When in service to others you regain a
lost sense of self. 

Default tendency to see the world as a dream. 
Don't have a strong sense of self. 
Lost yourself in a group like military or the bottle

PURPOSE 

SHADOW



Libra
North Node Aries

South Node

Your soul longs for peace.
Release ambition and the battle,

and embrace cooperative
relationships and nurture your

feminine side.   



Libra
North Node Aries

South Node

Your soul yearns to achieve serenity. The thrill of the hero's journey is strong in
you, with the warrior of Aries and the feminine Venus of Libra, it is through the
more feminine side you come home to yourself. It's important for you to find ways
to calm down and release tension and allow beauty and harmony to heal you. Do
not let stress cause you to snap. There may have been something stressful earlier
in this life or previous life, and caused you to place importance on personal
achievement and self sacrifice. Now it's time to release ambition to develop deep
peace. Nurturing cooperative relationships and finding release of the opposite
masculine and feminine. It is ultimately about learning the right way of relationship.
Creating win win scenarios not rescuing others. Peace keeping, counselor or
mediator, entertainment and beauty. Home heart and hearth is increasingly
important for you for balance and relaxation. Compassionate objectivity can bring
in a deep contentment in your life and lives you touch. 



Libra
North Node Aries

South Node

To become less self centered to cooperate with others while balancing your
default courage of the savior. 
To cultivate willingness to see all sides of a question and be able to forgive
release addiction to passion and war.
Music nature and art heal you

Having to be right and to defend a cause to the detriment of others. 
Too much emphasis on the powers of the ego not enough on self and in
relationship to others

PURPOSE 

SHADOW



Scorpio
North Node Taurus

South Node

Your soul yearns to relax your
anxiety around Earthly

possessions. Release people
pleasing and embrace the love in

the darkest of places.   



Scorpio
North Node Taurus

South Node

Your soul yearns to relax your concerns around money, security and possessions.   
Be passionate and look deeply to find the emotional bottom line. Leave superficial
people pleasing behind. You are meant to look deeply into the underworld and
places of deepest level of truth resides. You are meant to look in the eyes of the
felon and find frightened unloved child there. Fly high and powerful, risk dying to
be reborn like the phoenix. Delve into the mysteries in life. Your wisdom evolves
because you explore the dark, taboo and unspoken. Best doctors, healers,
investigators and friends in times of crisis. You are the truth teller and benefits by
working in partnership. Now relax enjoying the fruit of your passions. Singing or
songwriting. Give birth to something creative that expresses what is uniquely you.
Your deep truth telling can help you be true to your self and your needs. 



Scorpio
North Node Taurus

South Node

Integrating your instinctual goodness and vulnerability and doing hard work 
Go deeper than may be comfortable with and learn to move beyond goodness
into wholeness. 
Withdraw negative projections from others and see with compassion where
you may have control issues, sexual hungers and sometimes not being nice. 

Trying to keep everything safe and predictable
Being lazy finding creature comforts
Addiction to financial security

PURPOSE 

SHADOW



Sagittarius
North Node Gemini

South Node

Your soul longs to narrow down
your vast perspectives and life

experience, and hone your focus.
Release distractions that keep

you acheiving your highest goals.    



Sagittarius
North Node Gemini

South Node

Your soul yearns to focus. Coming into this world with the talent of seeing multiple
points of view it is important to hone in and integrate your experiences. Earlier in
this life or past life it was important for you to know all the answers and be quick
and fast talking. Your own truth to live by allows you to see life as a grand
adventure.  It's important to share with others what you have discovered about
the meaning of life. You need to find new ways to tell your story. A bit of gypsy
scholar and philosopher in you and friends will delight in your story telling. When
you spend time in nature, or ponder a good book, you begin to find a deeper
purpose in life and a soulful resonance the shines into the world. You develop
optimism that attracts others, and do well as a teacher and speaker in whatever
field you have competence in. You've lived more in one life than others and
treasure the wealth of your experience. Now you are able to pull it all together and
add meaningfulness to your Gemini experiences. 



Sagittarius
North Node Gemini

South Node

Expanded consciousness and wide breadth of experience locking in your
philosophy live by and teach 
Need to give time to think about big picture of life to ponder what all your
efforts will amount to. 
Avoid distractions that keep you from achieving your highest ideals. 

Overextension and overdoing things. 
Avoiding commitments
Avoiding long game plan and getting distracted

PURPOSE 

SHADOW



Capricorn
North Node Cancer

South Node

Your soul longs to be
independent. Release emotional 
 enmeshment. Learn to become
the author of your own life.     



Capricorn
North Node Cancer

South Node

Your soul yearns to become independent. Integrity is key to your life with your
inner compass. As you develop self control and self care, while approaching life in
goal oriented manner and integrate the lessons of your past and bring your
dreams into reality. In former lives or previously in this life, you were more
concerned with the process of life and were overly immersed in your emotions.
Now you are learning to truly be the author of your life coming into your own
authority. And find satisfaction in independence. By setting goals and steps to
reach them you release fears of rejection and do what it takes to be a leader. May
have some difficult family karma . In this life you are called to be a builder, creator,
and preserver of all that is valuable. You have a deep respect for good of
traditions. Others see your integrity and trust you are an authority. Find ways to
lightly and creatively express yourself and find loyal friends to cheer you on. You
will find any left over emotional manipulations will fall away as you come into your
own. Trust your intuition. 



Capricorn
North Node Cancer

South Node

Building a life, business or career that is worthy of you energy
Wisen into becoming an elder
Moving into independence in public world
Use your wealth for good in the community

Not setting up boundaries between family or business partners
Do not look to material wealth to replace your souls intuition and humility. 

PURPOSE 

SHADOW



Aquarius
North Node Leo

South Node

Your soul yearns to be your true
unique self. Release others

expectations and bring your
visions of equality and fairness to
your relationships and the World.  



Aquarius
North Node Leo

South Node

Your soul yearns to danced to the rhythm of your own drum beat. In a former life
or earlier life you may have lived a life with little connection to your true self.
Others tend to project an ideal life on you. Your honest true freedom is more
important than any group approval. You may have had previously felt in the
spotlight and somehow special, yet disconnected with your soul. There is a deep
desire to be true to yourself. You care deeply about humanitarian ideas and you
need to risk disapproval of others. You have a-lot to offer with your unique point
of view. As a visionary and dreamer you aware of equality and fairness. Your
challenge is to inform and balance your intellect with the sometimes irrational
promptings of the heart. As you learn to relate to others as equals your desire for
friendship will grow and thrive best when you nurture others with your warmth and
fresh ideas.
Important to leave behind self centered path and relax feelings that you need to
be in control and surrender to the Universe.  



Aquarius
North Node Leo

South Node

Visionary in science, metaphysics ,and human rights
Expect the unexpected in life. 
Being a person who knows when to preserve what is good, reform what is need,
and overthrow what is corrupt. 

Avoid other people projections and expectations
Don't settle for less
Come across as wanting the center of attention
If not from a warm and empathetic heart it can appear as self serving

PURPOSE 

SHADOW



Pisces
North Node Virgo

South Node

Your soul longs to surrender.
Release the doubt and details. Trust
your process and free your anxiety
to a higher power. Enhance your
success through compassion and

intuition.   



Pisces
North Node Virgo

South Node

Your soul yearns to soften your analysis and go with the flow.  Duty bound and
played according to the rules in a previous life or earlier in this life, you now have
the chance to relax your linear mind. And move towards your heart's desires. In the
you past may have felt as you had to do the right thing based on high
expectations. Now you can unite the impulses of your heart and head. Dare to
make mistakes and be compassionate and forgiving with yourself. You can use
your intuition and take action even when you don't have all the answers. Trust in
the process of life and surrender your anxieties to a higher power. Two or more
jobs may be pleasurable. You will benefit from swimming against the social
currents. At times you may struggle with issues of fear and faith, spirituality versus
religion, or dependence versus independence. You will find that beauty in all its
forms nurtures you. You have the inner strength as the salmon swimming
upstream will lead you to your spiritual. home. You are the compassionate
visionary. Inner compassion and intuition will bring you success and satisfaction. 



Pisces
North Node Virgo

South Node

Soften your analyzing and going with the flow 
Transcending boundaries by bringing compassion and imagination into
everything you do. 
Become an explorer of deep psyche
Let go that life is a struggle and embrace the beauty of life. 

Do you still feel struggle, self doubt about details in life
You are your worse enemy
Lack of self confidence, duty, guilt and shame need to be released

PURPOSE 

SHADOW



House
North Node

Reflects a soul desire of independence and individuation. 
Be careful not to become codependent and indecisive in one on one
relationships 
Learn to love yourself,  trust your instincts, and lead without fear.

Peace, Serenity, your soul needs a rest and return to yourself
Focus on whatever gives you emotional, physical, & financial self confidence
and freedom
Define your goals based on your own values, and then work toward achieving
them in a patient manner.

Learn to live with mystery and uncertainty and an open mind
Stay curious and pay attention to those around you. 
Slow down and listen to others. 

1 House

2 House

3 House

Placement
South Node



House
North Node

Feel need to be in control and take life too seriously. 
Relax standards and stop micro managing your life and others. 
Work on inner self and allow yourself to follow intuition over ambitions 

Don't rely on selfish people, and be careful not to come across as impersonal
Stop worrying about what others think of you 
Tap into your heart, love yourself, others and take the risk to step out into the
spotlight with service on your mind. 

 Focus on not dismissing details, and don't avoid setting goals. 
Find a system to develop a healthy routine and discipline. 
Create emotional boundaries in order to avoid being used.

4 House

5 House

6 House

Placement
South Node



House
North Node

Be careful not alienate loved ones by being overly self sufficient or competitive
Work on being patient and wait on impulses by listening to your inner authority
Lean into empathy, cooperation, tact, and  growth through relationship

Loosen your grasp on your ways, possessions and habits
Embrace change and growing through partnership; learn their values and
desires
Lean into your sixth sense and trust you can face any crisis or fear through
support of your community

Hard to commit to just one thing, trust your inner guidance for the next right
step; follow the breadcrumbs
 Embrace exciting adventures outside of logic by following a hunch or vision
Exercise your inner intuition to bravely act in faith, generating freedom and an
enriched life.  

7 House

8 House

9 House

Placement
South Node



House
North Node

Placement
South Node

Detach from your childhood past. Resist being dependent on others.
Take charge of your life and accept responsibility for your actions. 
Define solid goals and gain wise direction, you will achieve financial and
emotional freedom.

Release the drama of romance and personal relationships
Let go of your fears by letting the "butterfly" go, focusing on needs of others
actually brings you more relationships and community
Release immediate gratification and you will learn you will get what you need.

Stop worrying about everything, 
Strengthen your faith in spiritual powers or the big picture to let go of your
fears.
Be humble, compassionate, and know that you and others are not perfect will
give you more balance and release the guilt.  

10 House

11 House

12 House



Healing Survial
Guide Tools 
Tarot Card Readings
Human Design
Education Q&A JOIN

Join us on Patreon: 
 

http://patreon.com/thrivingintuitive

